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North American Fund

Summary

This disclosure is made by Polar Capital LLP (the “Investment Manager”) on behalf of the North American Fund (the “Fund”) – a sub-fund of 
Polar Capital Funds Plc - pursuant to Article 10 of the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (EU) 2019/2088 (“SFDR”). 

The Fund promotes the following environmental or social characteristics through the application of its investment strategy:

(i) Interaction with the Environment;

(ii) Treatment of Stakeholders;

(iii) Corporate Governance; and 

(iv) Positive Contribution to Society.

The Investment Manager applies a four-stage investment approach to achieve the Fund’s ESG characteristics:

(i) Idea identification stage, in line with the Investment policies of the Fund; 

(ii) Due diligence analysis of companies against the North American Fund Framework;   

(iii) Exclusion of companies in accordance with the North American Fund Framework; and 

(iv) Engagement with companies on material ESG issues.

The Investment Manager uses the North American Fund Framework to evaluate the ESG performance of companies against the following 
four categories.

Information and data used to evaluate a company’s ESG profile come from a variety of sources, these include, but are not limited to, accounts 
and reports issued by the company, meetings with management and third parties such as data research and ratings providers. 

Where a company scores poorly against the North American Fund Framework, the Investment Manager will engage further with the company. 
The Investment Manager believes that engagement is more likely to result in a positive change in corporate behaviour than exclusion. However, 
the Investment Manager believes it takes time to see the results of engagement, as typically this involves building corporate relationships and 
demonstrating the advantages of operating in a more sustainable manner to company representatives. Where an investee company fails to 
address the concerns of the Investment Manager, the company’s weighting within the portfolio may be reduced, or the company may be 
excluded from the portfolio altogether.

Does this Fund have a sustainable investment objective?

No, this financial product promotes environmental or social characteristics but does not have as its objective sustainable investment. 

What environmental or social characteristic does the Fund promote?

The Investment Manager considers and promotes environmental and social characteristics through the application of its investment strategy. 
Using the Investment Manager’s ESG analysis framework (the “North American Fund Framework”), the Fund seeks to invest in companies with 
positive aggregate scores against the four ESG categories below: 

(i) Interaction with the Environment;

(ii) Treatment of Stakeholders;

(iii) Corporate Governance; and 

(iv) Positive Contribution to Society.

What indicators are used to measure the attainment of these characteristics?

The Fund will use the North American Fund Framework to measure the attainment of the Fund’s ESG characteristics against the four categories. 

Description of the investment strategy of the Fund

The Investment Manager applies a four-stage investment approach to achieve the Fund’s ESG characteristics:

(i) Idea identification stage, in line with the Investment policies of the Fund; 

(ii)  Due diligence analysis of companies against the North American Fund Framework;   

(iii)  Exclusion of companies in accordance with the North American Fund Framework; and 

(iv)  Engagement with companies on material ESG issues.
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The Investment Manager uses the North American Fund Framework to evaluate the ESG performance of companies against the following 
four categories.

Interaction with the Environment 

The Investment Manager analyses the potential for a company to cause harm to the environment through its use of natural resources, 
to manage its potential to cause harm to the environment, how changes to the environment may affect its operations and any positive 
contribution to improving its impact on the environment over the long term.

Treatment of Stakeholders

The Investment Manager evaluates a company’s treatment of its stakeholders. This involves analysing information including, but not limited 
to, the organisational culture, customer satisfaction and care, employee satisfaction and well-being, the treatment of vendors and community 
engagement. The Investment Manager also considers meaningful potential or actual conflicts of interest between stakeholders. 

Corporate Governance 

The Investment Manager looks at the incentives in place for senior managers, the quality of the company’s financial statements, and whether 
governance and organisational structure has influenced or could influence operational performance and capital allocation. The Investment 
Manager also evaluates the independence, composition and effectiveness of a company’s board and the ability for shareholders to express 
their views alongside the willingness of the board and company management to listen to concerns.

Positive Contribution to Society 

The Investment Manager evaluates the importance a company places on key issues relating to long term sustainable value creation, in the 
context of the company’s operations and the role it plays in the world.

The Investment Manager will assign a company a score against each of the four categories that demonstrates either high/positive, neutral 
or low/negative performance on that category. The Investment Manager aggregates a company’s scores on all four categories to create an 
overall score that demonstrates either high/positive, neutral or low/negative ESG performance by the company. The Investment Manager 
has a preference,  to take positions in companies with high/positive aggregate scores. For the avoidance of doubt, the Investment Manager 
may invest in companies that do not score positively on the North American Fund Framework where, in the Investment Manager’s view, the 
company presents an investment opportunity that is aligned with the investment objective of the Fund.

Description of how the Environmental or Social characteristics are monitored

The Investment Manager will monitor a company’s performance against the North American Fund Framework on an ongoing basis and will 
seek to update the company’s scores where new and relevant information becomes available.  

Description of data sources and how they are used

Information and data used to evaluate a company’s ESG profile come from a variety of sources, these include, but are not limited to, accounts 
and reports issued by the company, meetings with management and third parties such as data research and ratings providers. 

Description of the limitations of the methodology and data

The Investment Manager’s approach to analysing companies, although rigorous, is, in part, reliant on information with inherent limitations. 
Limitations are related, but not limited to:

(i) The quality and accuracy of the information available;

(ii) Timeliness of dissemination of information;

(iii) Transparency levels of the companies reporting;

(iv) Consistency and standardisation of policies; 

(v) Measurements and targets; 

(vi) Third party data and research providers’ ability to identify the correct information and standardise their approach across investment  
 universes;

(vii) The size and maturity of companies;

(viii) Companies’ understanding of third-party providers’ requirements and methodologies; and

(ix) Keeping pace with the rapidly evolving regulatory and reporting requirements.

Where there is insufficient information to determine the level of ESG-related risk and opportunity of a company, the Investment Manager does 
not automatically penalise a company, but reviews a range of factors, including management quality, and determines whether this is reflective 
of the company’s early-stage approach or whether a poor strategy is driving the lack of information. 
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How does the Fund engage with investee companies?

Where a company scores poorly against the North American Fund Framework, the Investment Manager will engage further with the company. 
The Investment Manager believes that engagement is more likely to result in a positive change in corporate behaviour than exclusion. However, 
the Investment Manager believes it takes time to see the results of engagement, as typically this involves building corporate relationships and 
demonstrating the advantages of operating in a more sustainable manner to company representatives. Where an investee company fails to 
address the concerns of the Investment Manager, the company’s weighting within the portfolio may be reduced, or the company may be 
excluded from the portfolio altogether.

Does the Fund use an external benchmark to measure the achievement of its sustainability characteristics?

No, the Fund does not use a reference benchmark for the purpose of measuring the achievement of its characteristics.


